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Undoing the Liberal World Order 2022-01-18

in the decades following world war ii american liberals had a vision for the world their ambitions
would not stop at the water s edge progressive internationalism they believed could help peoples
everywhere achieve democracy prosperity and freedom chastened in part by the failures of these
grand aspirations in recent years liberals and the left have retreated from such idealism today as a
beleaguered united states confronts a series of crises does the postwar liberal tradition offer any useful
lessons for american engagement with the world the historian leon fink examines key cases of
progressive influence on postwar u s foreign policy tracing the tension between liberal aspirations
and the political realities that stymie them from the reconstruction of post nazi west germany to the
struggle against apartheid he shows how american liberals joined global allies in pursuit of an
expansive political social and economic vision even as liberal internationalism brought such successes
to the world it also stumbled against domestic politics or was blind to the contradictions in capitalist
development and the power of competing nationalist identities a diplomatic history that emphasizes
the roles of social class labor movements race and grassroots activism undoing the liberal world order
suggests new directions for a progressive american foreign policy

A Liberal World Order in Crisis 2011-11-15

the collapse of the bipolar international system near the end of the twentieth century changed
political liberalism from a regional system with aspirations of universality to global ideological
dominance as the basic vision of how international life should be organized yet in the last two decades
liberal democracies have not been able to create an effective and legitimate liberal world order in a
liberal world order in crisis georg sorensen suggests that this is connected to major tensions between
two strains of liberalism a liberalism of imposition affirms the universal validity of liberal values and is
ready to use any means to secure the worldwide expansion of liberal principles a liberalism of
restraint emphasizes nonintervention moderation and respect for others this book is the first
comprehensive discussion of how tensions in liberalism create problems for the establishment of a
liberal world order the book is also the first skeptical liberal statement to appear since the era of liberal
optimism based in anticipation of the end of history in the 1990s sorensen identifies major competing
analyses of world order and explains why their focus on balance of power competition civilizational
conflict international terrorism and fragile states is insufficient

Liberal World Order and Its Critics 2018-11-30

liberals blame the retreat of the liberal world order on populists at home and authoritarian leaders
abroad only liberalism so they claim can defend the rules based international system against
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demagogy corruption and nationalism this provocative book contends that the liberal world order is
illiberal and undemocratic intolerant about the cultural values of ordinary people in the west and
elsewhere while concentrating power in the hands of unaccountable western elites and western
dominated institutions under the influence of contemporary liberalism the international system is
fuelling economic injustice social fragmentation and a worldwide culture war between globalists and
nativists liberals far from defending rules have broken international law and imposed their version of
market fundamentalism and democracy promotion by military means liberal civilisation has fuelled
resentment across the world by imposing a narrow worldview that pits cultures against one another
to avoid a descent into a violent culture clash this book proposes radical ideas for international order
that take the form of cultural commonwealths social bonds and crossborder cultural ties on which
international trust and cooperation depends the book s defence of an older order against both liberals
and nationalists will speak to all readers trying to understand our age of anger this book will be of key
interest to scholars students and readers of liberalism political theory and democracy and more broadly
to comparative politics and international relations

The Crisis of Liberal Internationalism 2020-02-04

japan s challenges and opportunities in a new era of uncertainty henry kissinger wrote a few years
ago that japan has been for seven decades an important anchor of asian stability and global peace and
prosperity however japan has only played this anchoring role within an american led liberal
international order built from the ashes of world war ii now that order itself is under siege not just
from illiberal forces such as china and russia but from its very core the united states under donald
trump the already evident damage to that order and even its possible collapse pose particular
challenges for japan as explored in this book noted experts survey the difficult position that japan
finds itself in both abroad and at home the weakening of the rules based order threatens the very
basis of japan s trade based prosperity with the unreliability of u s protection leaving japan vulnerable
to an economic and technological superpower in china and at heightened risk from a nuclear north
korea japan s response to such challenges are complicated by controversies over constitutional revision
and the dark aspects of its history that remain a source of tension with its neighbors the absence of
virulent strains of populism have helped to provide japan with a stable platform from which to
pursue its international agenda yet with a rapidly aging population widening intergenerational
inequality and high levels of public debt the sources of japan s stability its welfare state and
immigration policies are becoming increasingly difficult to sustain each of the book s chapters is
written by a specialist in the field and the book benefits from interviews with more than 40 japanese
policymakers and experts as well as a public opinion survey the book outlines today s challenges to
the liberal international order proposes a role for japan to uphold reform and shape the order and
examines japan s assets as well as constraints as it seeks to play the role of a proactive stabilizer in the
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The Wrecking of the Liberal World Order 2021-07-01

the liberal world order lwo is today in crisis but what explains this crisis whereas its critics see it as
the unmasking of western hypocrisy its longstanding proponents argue it is under threat by
competing illiberal projects this book takes a different stance neither internal hypocrisy nor external
attacks explain the decline of the lwo a deviation from its original lane does emerged as a project
aiming to harmonize state sovereignty and the market through the promotion of liberal democracy
domestically and free trade and economic cooperation internationally the lwo was hijacked in the
1980s market forces overshadowed democratic forces thus disfiguring the lwo into a neoliberal global
order the book advocates for a revival of its original intellectual premises that in the aftermath of
world war ii marked the zenith of political modernity

Interwar Modernism and the Liberal World Order 2019-08-29

articulates the interwar modernist response to the crisis of liberal world order after 1919

A World Safe for Democracy 2020-09-22

a sweeping account of the rise and evolution of liberal internationalism in the modern era for two
hundred years the grand project of liberal internationalism has been to build a world order that is
open loosely rules based and oriented toward progressive ideas today this project is in crisis
threatened from the outside by illiberal challengers and from the inside by nationalist populist
movements this timely book offers the first full account of liberal internationalism s long journey
from its nineteenth century roots to today s fractured political moment creating an international space
for liberal democracy preserving rights and protections within and between countries and balancing
conflicting values such as liberty and equality openness and social solidarity and sovereignty and
interdependence these are the guiding aims that have propelled liberal internationalism through the
upheavals of the past two centuries g john ikenberry argues that in a twenty first century marked by
rising economic and security interdependence liberal internationalism reformed and reimagined
remains the most viable project to protect liberal democracy

Europe, Russia and the Liberal World Order 2021-08-30

this book analyses russia europe eu relations by exploring their practical essence and conceptualizing
them in terms of the main categories of international relations research it argues that the liberal world
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order established in cold war days whereby international relations are underpinned by a global
balance of power and a highly institutionalized framework of international relations thereby
balancing power and morality continued after the cold war with high hopes in the early 1990s for a
new order of security and cooperation for all europe including russia it goes on to show how the
liberal world order has broken down one manifestation of this being the new conflict between russia
and europe in recent years a conflict resulting from the failure of european countries the eu to
acknowledge the actual balance of military economic and political power the lack of limits on the
policy of european countries in terms of infringing on russia s interests and russia s consequent
revision after 1999 of its policy of co operation overall the book provides huge insight into the nature
of europe russia relations

The False Promise of Liberal Order 2020-05-11

in an age of demagogues hostile great powers and trade wars foreign policy traditionalists dream of
restoring liberal international order this order they claim ushered in seventy years of peace and
prosperity and saw post war america domesticate the world to its values the false promise of liberal
order exposes the flaws in this nostalgic vision the world shaped by america came about as a result of
coercion and sometimes brutal compromise liberal projects to spread capitalist democracy led
inadvertently to illiberal results to make peace america made bargains with authoritarian forces even
in the pax americana the gentlest order yet ordering was rough work as its power grew washington
came to believe that its order was exceptional and even permanent a mentality that has led to
spiralling deficits permanent war and trump romanticizing the liberal order makes it harder to adjust
to today s global disorder only by confronting the false promise of liberal order and adapting to
current realities can the united states survive as a constitutional republic in a plural world

Chaos in the Liberal Order 2018-07-17

donald trump s election has called into question many fundamental assumptions about politics and
society should the forty fifth president of the united states make us reconsider the nature and future
of the global order collecting a wide range of perspectives from leading political scientists historians
and international relations scholars chaos in the liberal order explores the global trends that led to
trump s stunning victory and the impact his presidency will have on the international political
landscape contributors situate trump among past foreign policy upheavals and enduring models for
global governance seeking to understand how and why he departs from precedents and norms the
book considers key issues such as what trump means for america s role in the world the relationship
between domestic and international politics and trump s place in the rise of the far right worldwide it
poses challenging questions including does trump s election signal the downfall of the liberal order or
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unveil its resilience what is the importance of individual leaders for the international system and to
what extent is trump an outlier is there a trump doctrine or is america s president fundamentally
impulsive and scattershot the book considers the effects of trump s presidency on trends in human
rights international alliances and regional conflicts with provocative contributions from prominent
figures such as stephen m walt andrew j bacevich and samuel moyn this timely collection brings
much needed expert perspectives on our tumultuous era

A Liberal World Order in Crisis 2011-11-15

the collapse of the bipolar international system near the end of the twentieth century changed
political liberalism from a regional system with aspirations of universality to global ideological
dominance as the basic vision of how international life should be organized yet in the last two decades
liberal democracies have not been able to create an effective and legitimate liberal world order in a
liberal world order in crisis georg sorensen suggests that this is connected to major tensions between
two strains of liberalism a liberalism of imposition affirms the universal validity of liberal values and is
ready to use any means to secure the worldwide expansion of liberal principles a liberalism of
restraint emphasizes nonintervention moderation and respect for others this book is the first
comprehensive discussion of how tensions in liberalism create problems for the establishment of a
liberal world order the book is also the first skeptical liberal statement to appear since the era of liberal
optimism based in anticipation of the end of history in the 1990s sorensen identifies major competing
analyses of world order and explains why their focus on balance of power competition civilizational
conflict international terrorism and fragile states is insufficient

America vs the West 2018

the rules based international order is being challenged not by the usual suspects but by its main
architect and guarantor the us european council president donald tusk 8 june 2018 under president
donald trump the united states has burned like a wildfire through the goodwill it accrued in 70 years
of propagating its liberal political values can western nations preserve the liberal world order against
rising authoritarian powers without the united states or with washington working against them in
america vs the west kori schake argues that the success of the liberal order is not preordained it will
have to be fought for compromised for and rejuvenated can it be done without american leadership
that will depend on the strengths of the major challengers russia and china but above all on whether
the west s middle powers are prepared to band together
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Liberal Leviathan 2012-08-26

in the second half of the twentieth century the united states engaged in the most ambitious and far
reaching liberal order building the world had yet seen this liberal international order has been one of
the most successful in providing security and prosperity to more people but in the last decade the
american led order has been troubled some argue that the bush administration undermined it others
argue that we are witnessing he end of the american era in liberal leviathan g john ikenberry argues
that the crisis that besets the american led order is a crisis of authority the forces that have triggered
this crisis have resulted from the successful functioning and expansion of the postwar liberal order not
its breakdown

What It Took to Win 2022-03-01

a new york times book review editors choice one of kirkus reviews ten best us history books of 2022
a leading historian tells the story of the united states most enduring political party and its long
imperfect and newly invigorated quest for moral capitalism from andrew jackson to joseph biden one
of kirkus reviews 40 most anticipated books of 2022 one of vulture s 49 books we can t wait to read in
2022 the democratic party is the world s oldest mass political organization since its inception in the
early nineteenth century it has played a central role in defining american society whether it was
exercising power or contesting it but what has the party stood for through the centuries and how has
it managed to succeed in elections and govern in what it took to win the eminent historian michael
kazin identifies and assesses the party s long running commitment to creating moral capitalism a
system that mixed entrepreneurial freedom with the welfare of workers and consumers and yet the
same party that championed the rights of the white working man also vigorously protected or
advanced the causes of slavery segregation and indian removal as the party evolved towards a more
inclusive egalitarian vision it won durable victories for americans of all backgrounds but it also
struggled to hold together a majority coalition and advance a persuasive agenda for the use of
government kazin traces the party s fortunes through vivid character sketches of its key thinkers and
doers from martin van buren and william jennings bryan to the financier august belmont and
reformers such as eleanor roosevelt sidney hillman and jesse jackson he also explores the records of
presidents from andrew jackson and woodrow wilson to bill clinton and barack obama throughout
kazin reveals the rich interplay of personality belief strategy and policy that define the life of the
party and outlines the core components of a political endeavor that may allow president biden and his
co partisans to renew the american experiment
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The End of the Liberal Order? 2017-11-02

is it time to reaffirm our liberal values or are we seeing the birth pangs of a new era two great
thinkers debate the question burning behind headlines across the world no civilization no matter how
mighty it may appear to itself is indestructible niall ferguson we do not need to invent the world
anew the international order established by the united states after world war ii is in need of
expansion and repair but not reconception fareed zakaria fears of a globalized world are rampant across
the west borders are being reasserted and old alliances tested to their limits could this be the end of
the liberal order or will the major crises of the twenty first century strengthen our resolve

An Open World 2020-09-15

two foreign policy experts chart a new american grand strategy to meet the greatest geopolitical
challenges of the coming decade this ambitious and incisive book presents a new vision for american
foreign policy and international order at a time of historic upheaval the united states global leadership
crisis is not a passing shock created by the trump presidency or covid 19 but the product of forces that
will endure for decades amidst political polarization technological transformation and major global
power shifts lissner and rapp hooper convincingly argue only a grand strategy of openness can
protect american security and prosperity despite diminished national strength disciplined and forward
looking an openness strategy would counter authoritarian competitors by preventing the emergence
of closed spheres of influence maintaining access to the global commons supporting democracies
without promoting regime change and preserving economic interdependence the authors provide a
roadmap for the next president who must rebuild strength at home while preparing for novel forms
of international competition lucid trenchant and practical an open world is an essential guide to the
future of geopolitics

Contestations of Liberal Order 2019-08-14

this volume explores the western led liberal order that is claimed to be in crisis currently the west
appears less as a modernizing or civilizing entity leading the way and more as being engulfed in a
deep crisis simultaneously the west still appears to be needed in order to imagine the global order by
promoters of liberal peace as well as its opponents this book asks how and why crisis is needed for
constituting the west liberal and global order and how these three are conjoined and reinvented the
book encompasses narratives endorsing and rejecting the west and the liberal international order as
well as alternative visions for a post western world conceived within the rising and challenging
powers the study is of interest to scholars and students of international relations critical security
studies peace and conflict research and social sciences in general
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After Liberalism? 2013-01-01

in this collection leading international scholars provide their perspectives on the continuing role of
the liberal paradigm both as a theoretical approach to international relations and as an ordering
principle of international politics

The Liberal Order and its Contestations 2018-08-09

the notion that we are experiencing a change in times whereby an old global order is giving way to
a new one has been gaining legitimacy in international debates as us power is waning the argument
goes so is the set of liberal norms rules and institutions around which the unites states organised its
global supremacy ideational contests power shifts regional fragmentation and socio economic turmoil
paint a broad picture of complex and often inter related challenges that fuel contestation of the liberal
order both as a normative project and as an emanation of us power major players china and india
europe and russia and the united states itself are all engaged in a process of global repositioning most
notably in areas where the liberal project has only fragile roots and order is contested eastern europe
and the caucasus the asia pacific and the middle east this volume aims to provide critical frames of
reference for understanding whether geopolitical and ideational contestations will eventually bring
the us centred liberal order down or lead to a process of adjustment and transformation the chapters in
this book were originally published in a special issue in the international spectator

Liberal Internationalism 2013-08-15

this study provides an original conception of liberalism that accounts for its internal contradictions and
explains the current crisis of liberal internationalism examining the disjuncture between liberal
theory and practice it offers a firmer grasp on the historical role of liberalism in world politics

The Liberal World Order and Beyond 2021

in this collection leading international scholars provide their perspectives on the continuing role of
the liberal paradigm both as a theoretical approach to international relations and as an ordering
principle of international politics

After Liberalism? 2013-09-12

this edited volume examines power in its different dimensions in global governance scholars tend to
underestimate the importance of power in international relations because of a failure to see its
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multiple forms to expand the conceptual aperture this book presents and employs a taxonomy that
alerts scholars to the different kinds of power that are present in world politics a team of international
scholars demonstrate how these different forms connect and intersect in global governance in a range
of different issue areas bringing together a variety of theoretical perspectives this volume invites
scholars to reconsider their conceptualization of power in world politics and how such a move can
enliven and enrich their understanding of global governance

Power in Global Governance 2004-12-23

this handbook examines the theory and practice of international relations in asia building on an
investigation of how various theoretical approaches to international relations can elucidate asia s
empirical realities authors examine the foreign relations and policies of major countries or sets of
countries

Oxford Handbook of the International Relations of Asia 2014

liberal world orders is a timely contribution to debates about the current world order in the face of
declining us hegemony and rising new powers it examines the history and durability of liberal
thought neo liberalism is criticised as a theoretical perspective ill equipped to understand the current
crisis or possibilities for its amelioration

Liberal World Orders 2013-08-08

this brilliantly written look at the original meaning of the liberal philosophy has become a classic of
political science american historical review winner of the woodrow wilson foundation award as the
word liberal has been misused and its meaning diluted in recent decades this study of american
political thought since the revolution is a valuable look at the liberal tradition that has been central to
us history louis hartz who taught government at harvard shows how individual liberty equality and
capitalism have been the values at the root of liberalism and offers enlightening historical context that
reminds us of america s unique place and important role in the world lively and thought provoking
fascinating reading the review of politics includes an introduction by tom wicker

The Liberal Tradition in America 1991-07-29

what does liberal order actually amount to outside the west where it has been most institutionalised
contrary to the atlantic or pacific liberal hegemony is thin in the indian ocean world there are no
equivalents of nato the eu or the us japan defence relationship yet what this book calls the global
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indian ocean was the beating heart of earlier epochs of globalisation where experiments in
international order market integration and cosmopolitanisms were pioneered moreover it is in this
macro region that today s challenges will face their defining hour climate change pandemics and the
geopolitical contest pitting china and pakistan against the usa and india the global indian ocean states
represent the greatest range of political systems and ideologies in any region from hindu nationalist
india and nascent democracy in indonesia and south africa to the gulf s mixture of tribal monarchy
and high modernism these essays by leading scholars examine key aspects of political order and their
roots in the colonial and pre colonial past through the lenses of state building nationalism international
security religious identity and economic development the emergent lessons are of great importance
for the world as the global liberal order fades and new alternatives struggle to be born

Beyond Liberal Order 2022-05-01

comprising essays by michael w doyle liberal peace examines the special significance of liberalism for
international relations the volume begins by outlining the two legacies of liberalism in international
relations how and why liberal states have maintained peace among themselves while at the same
time being prone to making war against non liberal states exploring policy implications the author
focuses on the strategic value of the inter liberal democratic community and how it can be protected
preserved and enlarged and whether liberals can go beyond a separate peace to a more integrated
global democracy finally the volume considers when force should and should not be used to promote
national security and human security across borders and argues against president george w bush s
policy of transformative interventions the concluding essay engages with scholarly critics of the
liberal democratic peace this book will be of great interest to students of international relations foreign
policy political philosophy and security studies

Liberal Peace 2011-08-05

in pre publication book had the subtitle diversity and its discontents

Culture and Order in World Politics 2020-01-09

a panorama of the unravelling world order as riveting as any beach read new yorker read this book
in the three hours it takes you will get a new bracing and brilliant understanding of the dangers we
in the democratic west now face luce is one of the smartest journalists working today and his
perceptions are priceless jane mayer staff writer on the new yorker no one was more prescient about
the economic malaise and popular resentment that has hit the united states than ed luce in his
previous book time to start thinking his new book retreat of western liberalism broadens that picture
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to cover the western world it is a must read for anyone trying to make sense of the waves of
populism and nationalism we face today liaquat ahamed in his widely acclaimed book time to start
thinking financial times columnist and commentator edward luce charted the course of american
economic and geopolitical decline proving to be a prescient voice on our current social and political
turmoil in the retreat of western liberalism luce makes a larger statement about the weakening of
western hegemony and the crisis of democratic liberalism of which donald trump and his european
counterparts are not the cause but a symptom luce argues that we are on a menacing trajectory
brought about by ignorance of what it took to build the west arrogance towards society s losers and
complacency about our system s durability attitudes that have been emerging since the fall of the
berlin wall treated by the west as an absolute triumph over the east we cannot move forward
without a clear diagnosis of what has gone wrong luce contrasts western democratic and economic
ideals which rest on an assumption of linear progress with more cyclical views of economic strength
symbolized by the nineteenth century fall and present day rise of the chinese and indian economies
and with the dawn of a new multipolar age combining on the ground reporting with intelligent
synthesis of the vast literature already available luce offers a detailed projection of the consequences of
the trump administration and a forward thinking analysis of what those who believe in
enlightenment values must do to defend them from the multiple onslaughts they face in the coming
years

The Retreat of Western Liberalism 2017-04-21

named one of the best books of 2020 by npr the financial times and gq the hidden story of the wanton
slaughter in indonesia latin america and around the world backed by the united states in 1965 the u s
government helped the indonesian military kill approximately one million innocent civilians this
was one of the most important turning points of the twentieth century eliminating the largest
communist party outside china and the soviet union and inspiring copycat terror programs in faraway
countries like brazil and chile but these events remain widely overlooked precisely because the cia s
secret interventions were so successful in this bold and comprehensive new history vincent bevins
builds on his incisive reporting for the washington post using recently declassified documents
archival research and eye witness testimony collected across twelve countries to reveal a shocking
legacy that spans the globe for decades it s been believed that parts of the developing world passed
peacefully into the u s led capitalist system the jakarta method demonstrates that the brutal
extermination of unarmed leftists was a fundamental part of washington s final triumph in the cold
war
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The Jakarta Method 2020-05-19

the routledge handbook of eu russia relations offers a comprehensive overview of the changing
dynamics in relations between the eu and russia provided by leading experts in the field coherently
organised into seven parts the book provides a structure through which eu russia relations can be
studied in a comprehensive yet manageable fashion it provides readers with the tools to deliver
critical analysis of this sometimes volatile and polarising relationship so new events and facts can be
conceptualised in an objective and critical manner informed by high quality academic research and
key bilateral data statistics it further brings scope balance and depth with chapters contributed by a
range of experts from the eu russia and beyond chapters deal with a wide range of policy areas and
issues that are highly topical and fundamental to understanding the continuing development of eu
russia relations such as political and security relations economic relations social relations and regional
and global governance the routledge handbook of eu russia relations aims to promote dialogue
between the different research agendas in eu russia relations as well as between russian and western
scholars and hopefully also between civil societies as such it will be an essential reference for scholars
students researchers policymakers and journalists interested and working in the fields of russian
politics studies eu studies politics european politics studies post communist post soviet politics and
international relations the routledge handbook of eu russia relations is part of a mini series europe in
the world handbooks examining eu regional relations established by professor wei shen

The Routledge Handbook of EU-Russia Relations 2021-07-25

this book examines how the liberal international theory tradition evolved in europe it includes nine
chapters focusing on both historical and contemporary branches of liberal ir theorizing the combined
portrait of the prominent ir theory orientation shows a long and rich theoretical tradition but also a
tradition that the scholarly community rarely fully recognize it is currently somewhat challenged
and therefore in need of further advances concerning the historical branches the authors present a
truly european tradition that thus was not only present in a few countries the contributors introduce
examples of liberal theorizing that ir scholars tend to dismiss and they trace the boundaries between
the liberal and other theoretical traditions given the prominence of the tradition the book is
surprisingly among the first to present a transnational perspective on the development of the liberal
international theory tradition in europe

The Liberal International Theory Tradition in Europe 2021-01-04

this book brings together some of the finest minds of social science to answer the great questions about
the future of the liberal order with contributions from the world of economics sociology political
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science management international relations and the humanities this book provides a unique series of
insights chapters explore the great questions of our time as they relate to the future of the liberal
international and domestic order contemporary issues such as populisms authoritarianism trust and
social cohesion the future of global governance finance religion and citizenship are addressed along
with geopolitical implications and with a balance between expert authority and open minded critique
it will be essential reading for students scholars and reflective practitioners across the human and
social sciences

The Future of the Liberal Order 2022-04-29

this unique contribution to global studies advances a multidisciplinary theory that the governments of
all human societies are the tenuous outcome of the competing solutions to the imperatives of order
welfare and legitimacy owl

Global Governance 2021-11-30

as a new administration takes office what are the biggest issues facing the country the brookings
institution offers answers to that question in this volume which continues the brookings tradition of
providing each incoming administration with a nonpartisan analysis of the major domestic and foreign
questions confronting america on the domestic front brookings scholars tackle topics ranging from
health care and improving economic opportunity to criminal justice reform lawful hacking and
improving infrastructure the alliance system the relationship with china nuclear weapons terrorism
and the ongoing conflicts in afghanistan and syria among the foreign policies issues addressed
throughout brookings scholars share their individual ideas on how best to address the agenda that
awaits the new administration

Brookings Big Ideas for America 2017

current discussions of liberalism in world affairs tend to take a shortsighted view of the historical
antecedents of the school of thought most jump directly from kant to wilson with little pause in
between in this book clinton has selected three thinkers to exemplify developments in the liberal
world all of whom were figures of real consequence in their own time yet altogether different in
temperament and subsequent fashion clinton shows how their interests and concerns both
complementary and divergent make sense of nineteenth century liberalism without turning it into
the rigid doctrine it has never been and never can be by using their published works speeches and
other correspondences clinton explores the way they applied their general insights on politics and
society to the particular conditions of the international life in so doing he provides a comparative
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study of the variants on a distinctively liberal approach to international relations of this period which
may hold lessons for our own time

Tocqueville, Lieber, and Bagehot 2003-09-12

this close examination of kant s writings shows him to be both a conservative partisan of the
international status quo of sovereign states and yet also the inspiration for radical global reform for
democracy and universal rights the focus on kant s concept of justice provides insight into the
contemporary evolution of liberal internationalism connecting kant s legacy to the post cold war
policy agenda and the moral dilemmas that currently confront political leaders and the societies they
represent franceschet forces a reconsideration of kant and a broadening of concern from democratic
peace to cosmopolitan justice

Kant and Liberal Internationalism 2016-04-30

a seemingly never ending stream of observers claims that the populist emphasis on nationalism
identity and popular sovereignty undermines international collaboration and contributes to the crisis
of the liberal international order lio why then do populist governments continue to engage in
regional and international institutions this element unpacks the counter intuitive inclination towards
institutional cooperation in populist foreign policy and discusses its implications for the lio straddling
western and non western contexts it compares the regional cooperation strategies of populist leaders
from three continents hungarian prime minister viktor orbán former venezuelan president hugo
chávez and philippine president rodrigo duterte the study identifies an emerging populist script of
regional cooperation based on notions of popular sovereignty by embedding regional cooperation in
their political strategies populist leaders are able to contest the lio and established international
organisations without having to revert to unilateral nationalism

Contestations of the Liberal International Order 2021-09-23

if you feel like barfing every time you read about him marrying him or think we should abolish
busing now that many of our schools are war zones but are afraid to say it in the liberal world we
live in don t don t say anything until you hear what leften wright has to say he tells you what to say
and not say what to do and not do and have a good time while doing or not doing it a little humor is a
deadly thing to liberals global warming is a religion school vouchers are a greater threat than
terrorism they see racism everywhere fracking is frankensteinian anything good for america is bad
wright shares his strategies with you on how to make your way through that world and have a great
time while doing it he suggests profiting like al jazeera gore from the unwinnable fight against
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climate change and sneaking plastic bottles into your liberal neighbors paper only bin in the dead of
night it would be prudent to slip this book into that jacket your child made at preschool if you are
reading it on a tablet be prepared to press the bats endangered button if you sense someone peeking

The Handbook for Closet Conservatives 2013-03-12
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